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upper intermediate

Open mind
Unit 6: Grammar and vocabUlary test a

Grammar

A Correct the sentences which have mistakes 
in the structure used after the first verb. Tick 
(✓) the correct sentences. There is at least one 
correct sentence.

0 I asked to him to apologise.

 I asked him to apologise.

1 He advised us to avoid the city centre on a Saturday.

  

2 I asked her don’t make a mess.

  

3 I warned him not to travel alone.

  

4 She persuaded to me to buy both books.

  

5 They allowed me to check in early.

  

6 I told him not take the medicine.

  

7 I always encourage that my students to buy 
dictionaries. 

  

8 I expect them clean up after the party.

  

B Rewrite the underlined part of the 
sentences using the correct form of ‘be 
used to’ or ‘get used to’. Use negative forms 
if necessary.

0 I’d always driven to work so having to walk three 
miles suddenly was a shock, but I eventually became 
familiar with it.

 got used to it

9 I found it hard because I wasn’t familiar with getting 
up early.

  

 10 It’s okay. I am familiar with working hard.

  

 11 After a while, you will become familiar with eating 
later in the evening.

  

 12 I’ve lived here over ten years and I still haven’t 
become familiar with driving on the other side.

  

 13 People work in the heat all the time here so they are 
familiar with it.

  

 14 She’s been working in that job for over a year now so 
she is becoming familiar with it.

  

 15 He was treated like that all the time so I guess he 
was familiar with it. 
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Open Mind upper intermediate

D Complete the sentences with the correct 
form of the verbs in the box. There are two 
extra verbs.

be (x2)   get   put   give   take   need   leave   make

0 All our employees are encouraged to take  
regular breaks.

 25 I was very nervous because I   used 
to speaking in public.

 26 Do you think we can persuade Mum   
us a lift?

 27 My shower’s broken. I   a plumber 
to fix it.

 28 I lived in the city for years, but I never   
used to the noise.

 29 His dad forced him   school and get 
a job.

 30 They don’t mind sleeping on the floor because it’s 
what they   used to.

Score   / 30

Vocabulary
A Choose the correct particles from the 
box to complete the phrasal verbs in 
these sentences. Use some particles more 
than once.

off   up   out   through   over   away

0 Why don’t you throw away  everything you  
no longer need?

1 I’m pleased because I’ve just crossed three tasks 
  my to-do list!

2 She always goes   her notes the night 
before an exam.

3 Every year I go   the food in the 
cupboard and throw away anything that’s old. 

4 We spent the day cleaning   the garage, 
getting rid of all the rubbish in it.

5 Martha’s books are all neatly lined    
on a shelf next to her desk.

6 I’ve worked   how we’re going to get to 
Noah’s house. We’ll take the train.

7 I was just putting   my jacket and about 
to leave the house.

C Choose the correct options to complete 
the text.

As a teenager, I often stayed with my friend Joanna in 

the holidays. Her house and family were so different from 

what I (0) was / got used to at home! Her parents were 

both artists and spent most of their time in their studios, 

so we were expected (16) to do / doing everything for 

ourselves. For example, whereas my parents cooked a big 

meal every day, Joanna and her siblings were simply told 

(17) look / to look in the fridge and take what they wanted. 

It was clear that she and her many siblings (18) were / got 

used to having complete freedom, and life in their big old 

house was great fun!

The family lived in the countryside, and her parents 

allowed us (19) exploring / to explore the farms and the 

woods, although we were told (20) don’t / not to go into 

the field where the bull was! We used to wander freely all 

day, and Joanna’s parents would simply ring a loud bell 

if they wanted us (21) to come / coming home. The best 

thing of all was the lake on the neighbour’s farm. 

Sometimes we would swim there, although we had  

been warned (22) not swimming / not to swim out too 

far, because it was extremely deep and dangerous.  

I’ll never forget that first shock of cold water on my skin, 

but you soon (23) were / got used to it, and on a really 

hot summer’s day, it was the best feeling ever! Every 

summer I was sad to leave, and I always hoped that 

Joanna would ask me (24) come / to come again the 

following year.
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 19 Before we start, let’s go over  .
A our opinions about the meeting
B the plan for the day
C the main problem

 20 The teachers lined up  .
A our timetable
B extra homework for us
C all the children

 21 Make sure you write down  .
A a poem
B his phone number
C your exam

D Complete the sentences with options from 
the box. There is one extra option.

symbolic   plan out   initiation   put on   fresher   
clean out   mascot   go over   high-ranking   
functional   ritual

0 I told Anna what was happening, then Gary arrived 
and I had to go over  it all again.

 22 Before I start writing, I   
the whole novel.

 23 We don’t actually use these knives for anything – 
they’re purely  .

 24 New members are forced to carry out dangerous 
tasks as part of their  .

 25 I was a   at the time, and knew 
very little about the traditions of the university.

 26 Our team’s   is a large teddy bear.

 27 It takes her almost an hour to    
her makeup every morning.

 28 These songs are part of a religious 
 .

 29 It took days to   their flat after 
they left.

 30 They had meetings with several 
  diplomats.

Score   / 30

Total score   / 60

B Choose the correct words.

0 I asked the lecturer to go over / out the main points 
of his talk.

8 New members are expected to perform the song  
as part of their mascot / initiation into the club.

9 We have a coffee together most mornings.  
It’s a daily fresher / ritual.

 10 There’s a party at the start of term where freshers / 
mascots can meet year two and three students.

 11 The team’s mascot / symbolic is a cute little fox 
named Freddy.

 12 The ceremony was attended by symbolic /  
high-ranking officials from the world over.

 13 The meeting has great symbolic / initiation 
importance, representing the coming together 
of two countries previously at war.

 14 All religions have mascots / rituals which are 
performed in special ceremonies.

 15 They’re still trying to work up / out what caused 
the accident.

C Choose the best option to complete 
the sentences.

0 I’m going to put on  .
A some paint
B a jacket
C my keys

 16 I spent several hours cleaning out  .
A my walking gear
B the oven
C the garden shed

 17 Let’s take a few minutes to plan out  .
A the route
B the housework
C our decision

 18 When you’ve spoken to them, you can  
cross off  .
A the list
B an item
C their names


